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Statement of Facts 

Backgr()und 

OPINION 

By the carly 1980 period, the di((£culty of ensuring that the unregulated 

customer premises equipment (CPE) marketing endeavors of Gencral Telephone 

Company of CaJifornia (General) in an incre-,singly competitive tetc<ommtmications 

marketplace would not be subsidized by ratepayers, led the Commission in Decision 

(D.) 84-07-108 to order that General should form a separate corporate subsidiary for the 

malkelin~ installation, and maintenance of allunregulatcd (PE, thus substantially 

segregating its facilities and resources betwccn the unregulated subsidiary and the 

regulated operations. 

Pursuant to 0.84-07-108, GTE California Incorporated (CTEC), formerly 

Gellera1, established a who)Jy-owned s\lbsidiary, GrEL, to market, install, and maintain 

all unregulated CPE, and GrEC and GTEL were required to operate their' respe(tive 

teJecommunkations services independent of each other. Therea(ter, by 0.86-08-056, a 
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modification of 0.84-07-108 by the Commission allowed GTEL personnel to sell GTEC's 

custom ca1ling network service at GTEL's phone marts. And by 0.89-11-064, a further 

modification of 0.84-07-108 allowed GTEC to conduct a pilot program combining its 

network sates activity with GTEL's ePE sales activitil'S for GTEC's 44 largest ~anki~lg 

industry customers. GTEC was also ordered to implement the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) affiliate transactions rules (identified in FCC Docket 86-111 for 

intctcompany affiliate billing purposes), and the GTE cost allocation manual for the 

separation of costs behveen regulated and nonregulated activities, as part of this pilot 
~. ' 

prpgranl. By D.91-02-031, 0.84-07-108 was further modified to aHow GTEC to add its 

state and governmental agency customers to the pilot program. In 1993, D.93-07-040 

approved a settlement agreement ,\'hich allowed GTEC to implement expansion of the 

pilot program to add GTEC's major accounts (referred to as IIGTE-l").' However, the 

decision also noted that the underlyingpremise mandating structural separation of the 

unit marketing CPE was to a\'oid ratepayer subsidization of such marketin~ and that 

while there arc Ill-utua) benefits available from coordinated marketing, it was the 

potential risks to boll, customers and competitors that led the Commission to caution in 

allowing joint marketing. GTEC was required to continue compliance with the 

Customer Proprietary Network Information (ePNI) procedures which require GTEL to 

obtain customer approval before it is gi .... en access to GTEC's database containing ePNI. 

The restrictions on staff transfers, hi.cluding transfers of Network Applications 

Specialists, to GTEL, was 10 be continued. 

Earlier, the FCC, by FCC Docket 86-79, 2 FCC Red 143, 161 (1128), 

adopted November 29, 1986, had preempted the states from requiring either the Bell 

operating Companies or independent telephone companies to establish subsidiary 

entities for the sale of epE. Ilowever, the Commission had determined that although 

GTEC could merge its CPE subsidiary back into GTEC under the FCC order, the 

Commission remained frcc to require llo1lsfTllclllrtl1 safeguards with respect to GTEe's 

• GTEC major account customers arC those cuslomcrs whose monthly bills exc\.'Cd $5,000. 
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ePE activities as long as such safeguards were not mOre stringent than those de\'eloped 

by FCC (or the Bell Operating Companies. Accordingly, by Advice Letter 7690, GTEC 

sought Comniission approval of nonstructural safeguards to use foUo\ving its intended 

merger and/or integratiol\ ofGTEe and GTEL. By Resolution T-15770 adopted 

December 18, 1995, the Commission approved the nonstructural safeguards and GTEC 

was ordered to apply accounting safeguards of the California Cost AlIocatiOil Manual. 

GTEC agreed to implement the same safeguards applicable t() the Bell Operating 

Companies, which permit multiline business customers to restrict access to their ePNI 

by Bell Operating Company employees involved in sales and Jllarketing activities. 

Thereafter, late in. 1995 GlEe combined the GlEe marketing force with 

the GTEL noniegulatoo business marketing force, which provided the origin for the 

present complaint. Under the integrated setup, in the area of interest here, GTEC 

operates a Branch Contad Center at Thousand Oaks, Callfornia, servidng primarily 

medium and large accounts, approximately 7,000 in number. GTEe asserts that the 

Cenfer can take calls [or service thrOtigh an 800 number service call from its major or 

medium account customers, and whether the customer desires to change an existing 

circuit or add a new circuit, or an}' other seT\'ice, the Center will take the order directly. 

The Center also takes orders (rom business account managers in the integrated GTEC 

sales force, regardless of whether it is network or CPE S<'rvlces desired. Information 

regarding the desired service is entered upon a data gathering (orm, whether by the 

Branch Contact Center personnel or by the sales and marketing field personnel. The 

Branch Contact Center personnel are available 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.rn.; the business 

account rnanagers arc in the field much of the time. 

The Present Complaint 

Richard L. Miller does business as Telecomm \Vesl (Telccomm) in 

Palmdale, California, providing independent teJCX'ommunic~,tions consulting and 

contractor services for busitiess and medical groups in the area. Over the years, Miller 

has claimed service problems with GlEe, and not being satisfied with the ('ffortso! our 

Consumer Affairs Branch in addressing them, has filed the pr('Sent formal conlplaint. 
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The complaint centers specifically upon problems Miller had during early 1996, 

problems assertedly stemming (rom the late 1995 integration by GTEe of its GTEe and 

GTEL sales and service {unctions. 111ere also arc alJegations that incompetent and/or 

inadequately trained service personnel were dispatched on installations in which Miller 

was invoh'cd on behalf of a client. 

Miller alJeges that GTEe is exploiting its nlonopoly position to use 

integration to gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace for its nonreguJated 

services. He states that prior to late 1995, before GTEe integrated its sales-service 

organization, Telecomm was able to place its orders through a GTEC Vendor Order 

Preparation Center which was staffed with relatively competent and responsive order 

derks, and apart from occasional trouble with very technical orders, these otder derks 

did a "prett}t fair job." But after GTEC integrated its regulated and nonregulated sales 

{unctions, Miller asserts that these people no longer ,"ere allowed to take and process 

Tclecomn\'s orders. Miller asserts that for the larger proprietary accounts, stich as his 

customer, Telecomm is now {on:ed to place its orders (or GlEe tariffed regulated 

equipment and service through Account Managers who arc the exclusive point of 

contact (or these "major accounts.1I As these Account Managers arc in the (ield selling 

nonregulated equipment much o( the time, there is delay in getting to them to place an 

order. Miller asserts that not only arc these managers the very people with whoin 

Tclecomm must COJllpete in seHing nonregulated equipment, these managers always 

ask (or proprietary information as to the customer's internal network configuration, 

information that is not necessarily relevant to the specific service being requested. lhis 

allegedly gives these managers an opportunity to solicit a customer who already has an 

agreement with an existing vendor (or other unregulated equipment sales. In addition 

to the delay inherent in this new process, Miller also (eels that these orders appear to be 

h'king a back seat to the nonregulated competitive services that seem to be the focus of 

these managers' interest. 

Miller also states that outages (or some customers arc frequent, that cable 

splicers arc dispatched to diagnose data circuit trouble instead of Ir.lined data 

It.~hniciaJ1s, and that the cadre o( highly trained and experienced technicians seems to 
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have disappeared in the Lancaster area. Miller further charges that GTEC's failure to 

mark circuits adequately makes it impossible for Telecomm to connect customer 

services behind the main point of entry. 

The complaint asks that GTEC be required to make available a traine<;l 

order entry group able to enter voice and data service orders in timely manner from 

customer-designated agents; that this group have no affiliation with GTEC's 

nonregulated sales group until CTEC ceases to be the sole provider of local services; 

and that the group not be distanced (rom customer agent contact through extensh'e lISC 

of voke mait The complaint asks that only experienced personnel be assigned to jobs 

affecting business telephone customers, and that if Account Managers in the 

nonregulated side of GTEC's combined sales organization are to have access to 

customer account infoimation~ then competing telecommunication prOViders should be 

provided similar acce~ to customer records. 

The GTEC Answer 

In its answer GlEC denied that it offered inferior service, although it 

conceded it had identified and remedied shortcomings with respect to product 

knowledge and training. GTEC denied that it exploits its monopoly services to gain 

competitive advantage, asserting that it acts in accord with fCC rules that govern 

enhanced services. It denied that it has schemed to gain inside knowledge of cllstomer 

activity, and that under fCC rules with business accounts having more than over 21 

lines, it can request permission to lISC (erlain information obtained (rom its customer 

records. CTEC stated its Branch Organization (\ .... hich replaced the Vendor Order 

Preparation Center) has a1\ integrated sales team of Account Managers, and that certain 

orders must be placed wilh a specific point of contact (i.e" Account Manager). It stated 

that it tries to establish fair and competitive installation intervals to expedite customer 

requests, and does not favor customers who have ordered CTEL nonregulated 

enhanced services. 

GTEC asks that the complaint be denied as (ailing to state facts sufficient 

to state a cause of action. 
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HearIng 

A duly noticed public evidentiary hearing was held in Los Angeles before 

Administrative La~v Judge John B. \Veiss on November 25, 1996. Complainant 

Telecomm's case was presented by Miller. Defendant GlEe was represented by counsel 

who presented the utility's evidence through three witnesses: Charles J. Pippin, section 

manager (or the Lancaster Branch Contact Centerj Pamela Laster, branch contact 

support staff representative; and Rebecca McCurdy, area manager of custom 

operations, Lancaster Area. Upon receipt of GTEC's posthearing brief on January 6, 

1997, the matter was submitted (lelccomm did not me a brief). 

DIscussIon 

With regard to the integrated sales-service (GTEC·GIEL) function issue 

raised by Miller's complaint, GTEC's witness Pippin testified that since the 1995 

integration, medium and large customer accounts (major account customers) are nOw 

indeed assigned to specific Account Managers. These are field personnel receiving a 

salary plus a commission on sales of either GlEe's regulated or nonregulated 

equipment. However, all orders for sales or service of either arc processed through a 

Branch Contact Center. The Center is responsible for orders placed either directly by a 

customer to the Center, or by the integrated sales personnel Account Managers. ~e 

Center is available through an 800 telephone number, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and accepts 

all orders whether it is network or CPE services. Pippin stated that it is the {/zoice of tlte 

clis/omer whether to order directly to the Center or to go through an Account Manager, 

and that should a customer desire to circumvcnt a particular Account Manager, the 

customer can call the Ccnter. Pippin stated that if a Center representative lacked 

expertise or knowledge on a desired applkation, the representative might refer the 

order to a particular salesperson. Both the Center and the Account Managers use the 

same standard time intervals to determine date of installation. Pippin was unaware of 

any internal rules or policies that prohibit these Account Managers (who have access to 

the GTEC customer account records) from soliciting a customer that already has an 
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agreement with an existing vendor. Before the integration, the GTEL sales 

representative did not have access to customer records, and thus no inside track. 

In contrast to Pippin's testimony on customer direct access without going 

through an Account Manager, Miller states that in January of 1996, he discussed an 

order he proposed to place with Data Service Specialist Eugene Chi at the Center; that 

Chi was knowledgeable and able to handle the technical aspects, but when Chi became 

aware that Miller's client was a major account of GlEC, Chi refused to take Miller's 

order, stating that as a major account was involved, the oider could be placed only 

through Bill Leonard, the Account Manager assigned to Miller's dienes acCount. 

\Vhile Miller's complaint mentioned these names and the specific 

allegations, and the issue centers on the respective tolls ofehi and Leonard, neither 

GTEC employee (the only percipient witnesses other than Miller to the situation) was 

brought by GTEe to the hearing. \Vhen asked why, GTEe's attorney's response was 

that Chi had not bCCI'l subpoenaed. Pippin stated he knew Leonard, but that he had not 

discussed these allegations of Miller with him and thus could not verify whether or not 

Leonard and Chi had represented to Miller that such major account ordNs had to be 

placed through the Account Managers. Pippin did not evell. know who Chi was, 

although he has been the Center Section Manager since August 1995. Accordingly, we 

will credit Miller's account of what transpired in January of 1996 when he tried to place 

a major account order directly through the Center. Pippin did not know of training or 

instructions given to Account Managers. However, when asked about GTEC's policy 

where medium or large accounts arc flagged as a major aaount, Pippin testified as 

foHows: 

"A. \Vell, what ilrc they ordered to do talks about good sense and 
(ommon judgment. \Vhat it does is it indicates that the account 
is assigned to a particular salesperson. In many respects what 
they'll do is simply verify or check with a salesperson a 
particular request (or activity by way of either the engineer or 
by way of the customer. 

"Q. \Vhat would they check? 
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II A. They could check Are you aware of this order activity? They 
could check and say Are you involved in this activity? Are you 
knowledgeable about this particular inquiry? Especially from a 
data oriented engineer. 

"Q. \Vhy \\'ould he feel that the account manager would have to be 
aware of an order that had already been resolved from the 
technical perspcc.tive and been identified as ready to order? 

II A. In n)any cases it's done simply to eliminate any redundancy. In 
many cases just as part of OVer comrnunication to make sure 
we're all talking specifically about the needs of the customer." 

There was eviden('e that when an order is taken directl}' by Center 

representalives .. the order is entered by computer (to the COP System it CrE 

equipment, or the Solar System if network). As the Account Managers ha\'e access 

through the computer to each order on their assigned major accounts, Miller questions 

why a Center representative must also telephone the Account Manager personally. 

Pippin testified that the objective is to provide "superior service." However, Pippin also 

conceded that the level of service in instances where the Center representative is 

tedmicatly competent on the matter ,vould not become superior by diverting the order 

to the Account Manager. 

The view to the customer or his vendor representative of diversions of 

directly placed orders from the Center to an Account Manager can be taken as a thinly 

veiled method of getting a GTEC salesman out to the customer to pitch that customer 

non regulated products of GTEC to compete with what the customer or his vendor has 

tried to order through the Center. 

In D.93-07-040 wherein we approved a settlement that allowed 

impJemenhltion of significant expansion of GlEC's pilot program to include major 

accounts, We stated our concern: 

"White it can readily be appreciated that there are mutual benefits 
available from coordinated markctinSt it is exactly the potential 
risks to customers, as Will as (t')11IpilitOTS, that has led to caution in 
allowing such joint marketing ventures." 
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\Ve arc disturbed that a senior manager in direct charge of the Center testifies that "I sec 

little Or no risk from my perspectivell under the circumstances brought to light in this 

case. \Vhen policy and the practice of individual employees are divergent, corrective 

steps are called (or. We believe that GTEC management will take internal steps to ~djust 

practices not in line with policy so that it will not be necessary (or the Commission to 

consider nonstructural safeguard requirements to insure a level playing field. 

Competition must be fair to all parties involved under the circumstances brought to 

light in this case. In the belief that CTEC management will take internal steps to adjust 

its pOlicies to level the playing field, now that this situation has been aired, we will 

place no requirement oCCidally that it do so at this tinle. If CTEe mana.genlent fails to 

correct this problem, we note that PU Code Section 709.2(c)(2) forbids "unfair use o( 

customer contacts generated by the local exchange telephone corporation's provision of 

local service" and will not hesitate to take action against CTEC if future actions violate 

this statute. 

Turning next to the June 1996 (rame relay port issue raised by the 

complaint, the relevant evidence shows that an order was placed on June 4, 1996, with 

Pacific Bell for an additional frame relay port on an existing frame relay cloud. TIlis 

necessitated from GTEC a software designation o[ the private virtual circuit to establish 

a network interface between the respective Pacific Bell and GTEC (r.lme clouds. But 

Pacific Bell dropped the ball and it was not until June 25, 1996, that Pacific BeU's 

Marshall sent Carson of GTEC the request for a software routing number o[ the private 

virtual <'ircuit to establish a network interlace between the respective Pacific Bell and 

GTEC frame douds. Because o[ the then-lost June 21 due date, Pacific 13cH asked for 

expedited handling. TI\e following day in a conference ('<111 of Marshall, Miller, and 

Carson, Carson stated she would process the order OJ\ June 27, 1996, and expedite. 

On June 27, 1996, Account Manager Ron Evans visited both Miller and the 

lfigh Desert Medical Group, MiHcr's customer, to inform each tha t unless such orders 

were placed through him directly, the order could not be expedited. Here is another 

example of an intervention by an Account Manager even though the order was given to 

Carson in the Center, and she had all the information required. The Frante Relay Data 
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Gathering Form, dared June 29, 1996, lists Evans as the Author and the priority as 

"Norma1." The Neho,.'Ork Service Request Form prepared by Carson shows a due date 

("0/0") as "7/8/96," and the dare the order was received as "6/25/96." Interestingly, 

this is beyond the ten-day interval testified to b}' Laster as applicable to orders pas~d 

from Pacific Bell. Neither Evans or Carson \,'ere brought to the hearing, leaving l\1i11er 

as the only percipient witness. The dear conclusion is that these visits by an Account 

Managec, aftec a routine order has been placed through the Center, cannot help but 

have a chilling effect on a vendor's customer relationship. 

As matters developed, Carson's Network Service Request Form's "urgent

exp." bore (mit, and the software routing number was transmitted through Marshall to 

Miller on July 2, 1996. Unfortunately, it did not test, forcing Miller to contact various 

GTEC service (unctions successively without help, until early on July 3,1996, when an 

Enhanced Product Group Technician was able to program it as it related to the specific 

network interlace. Thus, despite the problems, Miller did get theservke in eight days

within the nine-day GTEC (rame reJay interval ()r intracompany, and ten days 

applicabJe to Pacific Bell. Clearly, 1\0 negative outcome resulted fcom this example. 

\Ve tum next to TeJecomm's complaint with regard to difficulties in 

connecting customers behind the minimum point of entryl because the GTEC 

identification tags on the respective circuits arc at times missing. GTEC's witness 

McCurdy testified that their technicians arc required to tag all circuits, and do so with a 

wire attached tag. \Vhile GTEC has the means to identify a circuit at the demark even if 

the tag is missing, vendors and others do not and must get a GTEC technician to 

identify a circuit, causing these others deJay and expense. However, the demark may 

contain as many as 500 circuits, and necessarily is open to vendors, hospital and 

medical group staff, and others, and GTEC cannot guarantee what happens once it tags 

and leaves. I( a couple of tags come off, McCurdy stated GTEC does not charge a 

J Also (ermoo as the "demarktl (local loop dcmarcation poInt), the spot where GTEC transitions 
to the customer or the vcndor. 
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customer for a visit to replace them; only if an entire demark must be rehabilitated docs 

GTEC charge the customer. 

Finany, Telecomm complained of untrained GTEC personnel being sent 

on jobs. In support of his allegations, Miller stated that late the night of June 5, 1996, 

GTEC cable splicers working nearby caused an outage to a Miller client by carelessly 

cutting-over a cable. Reported early the next day to GTEC, the utility dispatched two 

cable splicers untrained in digital circuit equipment who could not make the repairs, 

followed by a technician also unable to efleet the repair. It was not until after 6:00 p.m. 

lune 7, 1996, that repair was completed. Miller also referenced an outage at 3:30 p.m. 

March 4, 1996 (a£t~r a GlEC splicing crew worked nearby) which was referred to 

GTEe's "Care Center/' They in turn re(('rred the problem to Special Services whose 

representative had to be talked through a Fortel System test procedur~ which re\realed 

reversed lines outside the GTEC central office. Aller a series of referrals, GTEe 

dispatched cable splicers back to the outside manhole to corred their error of the day 

before. By 9:00 a.m. the follOWing day, the trunks were back in service. 

GTEC witness McCurdy conceded that in the first instance of which Miller 

complained, cable splicers had been sent out on the enhanced service circuit problern, 

but stated that this was because the supervisor beJic\ted that construclion persons may 

have c.lused a problem on the cable, thus possibly invohtjng a physical problem rather 

than the data portion of the circuit. After it was ascertained that it was not a physical 

problem, a dahl technician was dispatched with cable splicers to work through the night 

so that the problem was ~orrected within 24 hours o( the complaint.' It was her 

testimony that while there have been some personnel changes, their technicians have no 

less than 25 years seniority. They do have people rC(dving special service 'raining to 

broaden their skills. \Vhile frame relay le<:hno!ogy is new to GTEC, 'he connections are 

not. McCurdy testified that they try to have business customers' troubles cleared as 

quickly as possible, and that generally outages for business clistomers average between 

, II S('Jvke is out (or more than 24 hours, GlEe's policy is to give credit (or service time out. 
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(our and eight hours. It is GTEC's position that it strives (or zero outagci, but such is 

not always the casc, and where problems arc dis~overed, it fixes them in a timely 

manner, giving out-oi-service credit where appropriate. 

ConclusIons 

\Vhile Tclccomm's complaint indicates that through use of coordinated 

marketing GTEe may be exploiting its monopoly services to gain competitive 

advantage (or its nonreguJated services, federal preemption prevents the states from 

requiring subsidiary entities for regulated and rtonregulated services, and leaves the 

states free only to require nonstructural safeguards. \Vhile GTEC has an integrated sales 

organization of Account Managers to handle network service order activity or ten'ninal 

or CPE service 'order activity, there are distinct advantages to its major account 

customers in provision of a single Source for these Services. 

But GTEe also offers these major account customers or their custoIllers' 

consultant vcndors the option of all 800 number by which any service o(fered b}' GTEC 

can be placed directly through a sales associate in Branch Contact Centers, such as the 

Lancaster Center. A customer can thus avoid going through an Actount Manager. The 

same data gathering form is used by either the Center or the Account Manager, the 

same standard delivery intervals apply, and either can expedite where the 

circumstances merit. In the instances cited in this complaint, it appears that some GTEe 

Center sales associates (such as Chi) poSSibly were not made su(ficientty aware of the 

customer preference policy. These actions, however, show no evidence of a pattern and 

appear as the error oi individual sales associates. The Commission will rely upon GTEC 

management to make these Center personnel aware of the customer preference policy. 

By prior Commission decisions, we authorize competition in providing I()("ll ('xchange 
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telC<'ommunications service within the territories of Pacific Ben and GTEC. t \Vith the 

coming offer of such services we do not believe it productive or desirable to at this time 

establish additional nonstructural safeguards. 

Beyond the Account Manager issue, there has been no showing that GTEC 

did anything inconsistent with its tarHfs, or that GlEC has treated Tele<:omm in a 

discriminatory manner. Outages, ,,~hile they inconvenience business operations, 

unfortunately do occur. But here, repairs appear to have been completed within a 24-

hour period following notification to the utility. GTEC's liability for damages arising 

out of mistakes, omissions, interruptions, delays, errors, or defects in any of the services 

or facilities furnished by it is governed by the provisions of its filed Tariff, CPUC No. 

D&R,8'" Revised Sheet 57, Rule No. 26. 

For the (oregoingreasons, we conclude that the conlplaint fails to state a 

claim fOr which relief should be granted. Accordingly, the conlplaint should be 

dismissed. 

Findings of Fact 

1. GTEC is a telephone public utility within the jurisdiction of this Commission. 

2. In the hlaeasingly competiti\'e and deregulated telecommunications industry, 

with many services no longer subject to regulation, and to be reasonably certain that the 

nonregulated sector would not be subsidized by GlEe's ratepayers, in 1984 GTEC was 

required to form a separate corporate subsidiary for the Iharketing, installation, and 

maintenance of all unregulated CPE. 

3. In compliance, GTEC formed a separate subsidiary, GTEL, to market, insta)], and 

maintain unregulated CPE. 

4. In 1986, the fCC preempted the states from requiring establishment of subsidiary 

entities for the sale of CPE. 

t By D.95-07-054, D.95·12-056, and D.96-03-020, the Commission authorized lacilitics-b.1SCd 
competitive local carrief services January I, 1996, and competitive local carrief resale ~ervkes 
effeclivc March 31, 1996, fOf carriers meeting spt'(ificd criteria. 
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5. By successive modifications to its initial 198t1 order, to alleviate Cltstomer 

confusion the Commission permitted GlEC to develop and follow a pilot program 

combining its regulated and nonregulated network sales activities applicable to 

banking, then state and governmental agencies, and finally to major accounts, all with 

nonstructural safeguards primarily designed to prevent cross-subsidization by 

ratepayers. 

6. Telccomm is engaged in pro\,ision of consultant and contract services in the 

telecommunications field to business and medical groups. 

7. Prior to late 1995, customers and consultant-vendors could place orders (or 

GTEC services of a regulated nature directly through GTEC's Vendor Order 

Preparation Center. 

S. After integration in late 1995 of GlEe's regulated and nonregulated network 

sales (unctions. Telecomm experienced difficulty in placing its orders through the new 

Bf.mch Center directly, finding GTEe major account order placements being diverted 

or referred to GlEC Account Managers assigned to specific major accounts, and 

concluded that GTEe was using its monopoly position to gain a competitive advantage 

in the marketplace by llsing custon\er proprietary information to these managers in 

order to pitch customers already with agreements with consultant-\'endors, thus 

"chilling" the customer-vendor relationship. 

9. TeJecomm provided some evidence tending to show that by this use of A(ount 

Managers, GTEC has at least the potential to undercut third party independent 

consultant-vendors in their client relationship. 

10. GTEC purports to have a policy of customer preference \ .... he'her orders arc 

placed through 5.1les associates in its Br.lnch Centers or through Account Managers 

where the customer is a major account. 

11.1f foHowed, GrEC's stated customer preference policy of accepting orders 

through the Center or through Account Managers should alleviate questions whether 

or not CtEC is using its monopoly position for the purpose of gaining competitive 

advantage in the marketplace. 
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12. There was no evidence that GlEC provided discriminatory treatrnent to 

Telccomm. 

13. GlEC cannot be held responsible lor removal of circuit markers at the demark by 

vandals~ customers, \'endors~ or building personnel. 

14. The delays caused by outages, while regreUable~ are not unusual in the normal 

course of telecommunications business, nor arc al1 utility personnel equaUy skilled or 

com.petent, and here GTEC personnel~ with varied degrees of skiU and ability, appear to 

have responded to the best of their respeCtive abilities, and to have repaired the 

complained-of outages within 24 hours. 

15. GTEC has not been shown to have violated its tarifls. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. Public Utilities Code § 1702 provides that complaint may be made by setting 

forth any act or thing done or omitted to be done by a utility, in violation or claimed to 

be in violation, of any proVision of Jawor any Commission order. \Vhile the present 

complaint suggests or inlers such violations, the evidence adduced at hearing shows 

that GTEC has acted in compJiance with FCC requirements, Commission orders, and its 

filed tariffs as it is required to do, and has committed no violations. 
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2. The complaint should be dismissed. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that Case 96-07-020 is dismissed for failure to support a cause 

of action. 

This order is effecttve today. 

Dated October9, 1997, atSan Francisco, California. 

I dissent. 

/sl P. GREGORY CONLON 
President 

I dissent. 

/sl JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
Commissioner 

HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 

Commissioners . 


